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Young widow Passion Dare thought she'd never love again. But a handsome earl has been

pursuing herÃ¢â‚¬â€•and after a lifetime of propriety, Passion ponders throwing caution to the wind.

After several heady encounters, the pair must face blackmail, learn a shocking truth-and choose

between duty and desire.
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I really loved this book. I loved the eroticism, I loved the characters (except the mothers who were

comically one dimensional) and I loved the love story. I know other reviewers thought the language

was unrealistic for Victorian England and rightfully so, but who cares? We are reading historical

romances with happily ever after endings? In real life, these people would be pasty faced and

homely marrying equally homely somewhat distant cousins. We're kind of throwing reality out the

window as so as we buy them. And as far as the graphic nature of the sex, well, bring it on is what I

say. I mean, sure, in reality she probably should have been sipping straight cranberry juice

throughout the story because I nearly got a sympathy UTI at some of the heavy pounding she was



taking. But I still thought it was hot. And what a great couple. I thought it got a bit schmaltzy at the

end -- I love you, I love you, I love you...got it, please stop saying it. And I understand why as a plot

device she had to be in that condition, but I'd say that it was likely the end of the whole heavy

pounding business at that point. But there *I* go being realistic. So back to pure fantasy -- this is a

terrific romance if you like the characters to have a lot of interaction, the heroes to be protective and

possessive, and the sex to be frequent and hot.

First, I want to say that I don't want to ruin any readers who plan to read this book in the future by

any spoilers--so you have been warned. This book is Erotica first and foremost. So if you purchase

thinking you are getting a Historical Romance well...it is erotica first and a romance second...as far

as being a historical-- the fact it takes place during the Victorian Era, well therein lies the history.I

give the book 3.5 stars overall--4 stars for creative sex scenes; far, farfetched 'appendages', bionic

bunny sex occuring chapter after chapter--ridiculous anatomy of a man and woman, etc.This book is

a first for me in that instaneously the hero and heroine meet as strangers and begin having

sex...hence the 'bionic bunny' title to this review. I did laugh several times throughout reading the

book but not at any humor in the story but because of the outrageousness of the sex scenes and

the behavior of the hero and heroine.Don't expect any deep character development in this book, it is

a very light read, a fast read and worthy of my time only because of the silliness of the hero's

humongous winky (10.5" to be exact!), his over abundance of 'seed' ( his cup really doth runneth

over!) and the heroine's anatomy-- her being the first woman to ever accomodate the hero's

gargantuan winky completely...not to mention said winky reaches beyond the norm but clear into

heroine's 'womb'.Readers, I just have to mention this isn't possible in reality and if the feats of the

hero were to be beleived well then his winky would be an instant, natural birth control tool--aborting

any possible baby created with each coupling between the pair. The author had the body parts

worded correctly but apparently doesn't understand how they truly work--there is a reason a cervix

is a cervix- it is not for a man's pleasure but to seal off the womb upon conception and protect the

unborn baby--Not a deep read but kept me curious as to what absurd sex scene the author would

create next. It made me chuckle more then once hence the 3.5 stars and that is being generous.

I having been battling some numb and boring romance novels lately. This is what I have been

looking for! I loved the characters BUT I love the sex scenes even more. So much so I had to reread

them three more times. Its just so filthy and had my head wondering what the hell has this writer

experienced that I am missing? Did she seek out some 10 incher for research? Does a woman's



anatomy actually work like that?I actually felt anxiety in the middle of the book when the H and H

separated and looked like they would never be together again. Wow I was blown away by the book.

I feel the C word could have been used a bit less, and maybe replaced with the P word if need be.

And I am not even a person who finds the C word too great of an offense.Great read! Loved every

page of it.

The story is this passion Elizabeth dare is a widow from a loveless marriage. Who coincidently

enough has never known passion. She meets a stranger and lets him seduce her behind a screen

in a crowd let me say the sex scenes are the hottest I have ever read and I as a bibliophile have

read half a million books no Manny pamby words to describe the sex act and body parts she uses

grown up language. Which I love these two screw like minks they fall in love and all ends happily

highest reccomendation ever.

I hated this book, but I also loved this book. It was a very strange read for me. I found the "Love

making" scenes a little to vulgar for my taste. Some of the words used, are not words I care to

hear.But, the middle of the story when Passion (HATED HER NAME) and Mark were seperated it

broke my heart. I cried at a few scenes in the second half. I loved the ending.There were a few parts

in the book that made me squirm, and laugh out loud. The amount of ejaculation for one was

something that made me want to throw up and laugh at the same time.I did believe that this was a

couple that did love each other and I did want them to be together. It was odd. The whole thing was

odd. I really did hate quiet a bit of the book... I also loved some of it.I gave it three stars because it

was entertaining, and I have never been so confused about my own feelings over a book in my

entire life. I will read this book again, maybe then I will have a better idea how I really feel.
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